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Did you ever wonder how Sam Cornell and Clove Winchester hooked up? Hereâ€™s your chance to
find out.Travel back in time (a few months, anyway) and witness the weird magic of the Winchester
world from Samâ€™s perspective as he works on refurbishing the Dandridge lighthouse â€“ and
fights his feelings for a certain witchy wonder.Sam and Clove have chemistry, but suspicion is
working against them. He isnâ€™t sure her family isnâ€™t out to get him, and she canâ€™t be sure
of what his true intentions are. When you couple that with a group of teenagers wreaking havoc in
the woods by the Dandridge, you have typical Winchester zaniness â€“ in an entirely new setting.We
all know Sam is a good guy, but watching him prove that to Clove will be a completely new type of
adventure.Note: This is a 25,000-word short mystery set in The Wicked Witches of the Midwest
world. It can be read at any time since it is set back in time.
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I have read several reviews that stated that they did not like this short story of Sam and Cloves
beginning. I don't agree....I found it to have the same wit as all of the other books in the
series...even without Aunt Tillie. We have to remember that Cloves and Sam's temperament is not

like the others. I find the character consistency in Amanda Lee series. I totally enjoyed it and look
forward to the next book.

It was nice to get to know the character of Sam better, as right now we only had Bay's perspective
of him in the series, and I feel this book gives his character a bit more depth and likability. As he's
going to continue to be featured in the books, I want to like him, and I enjoy Clove finally having
someone special. Even though I know everyone was hoping for more Aunt Tillie, I liked the break
from her, as lately she has been written almost over the top mean, and if I read her picking on
Clove, who is generally sweet and naive, it would make me like her antics less, as it would seem
like kicking a puppy. I was able to guess how the mystery ended, but stuff like that just makes me
feel smarter, so that's okay too. Overall it was a good read, but you need to go into it knowing it's a
short, and not a full length novel. This author is funny, and she believes in happy endings, and when
I finish one of her books, I'm happier because of it, so I recommend her writing if you haven't tried it.
I would start with the full length novels first though. If you've read this series, this might not be your
favorite short, but I still recommend giving it a read, just to get another opinion of Sam.

Bewitched is part of the Wicked Wiches of the Midwest series. This one is written from Sam's
perspective. He is the newest boyfriend added to the Winchester family. They are a female family of
witches who bicker, fight and are loyal to the end. The humor and storylines are quick witted and
enjoyable. Well worth the read. Hurry and catch up with the rest of the series. More to come.
Thankfully :)

Several authors have begun writing short stories or novellas based on their full length series. I
personally have found this to be a good thing. A lot of times the supporting characters do not get
enough page time for their characters to fully develop. Ms. Lee has adopted this practice with her
Wicked Witches Series. This latest story is from Sam and Cloves perspective. Sam is fairly new to
the series and I think this story helped cement his place in the series in my mind. Clove's personality
is also clearer after this novella. As always Ms. Lee plumbs the depths of dysfunctional in her books.
These are not for everyone but if you like your paranormal smartly written and with a twisted sense
of humor these should be down you alley. My preorders are already in for everything she has
posted to for presale.

I am such a fan of Amanda M. Lee! I have read all her series of books and eagerly await any new

releases but...I was very disappointed in this book. Most of her short stories are funny and keep me
interested just like I was reading a regular book but this one was too short and just kind of ended.
Yes, I already know these characters as they are featured in her other books in this series; still I
expected more of an explanation as too why Sam was where he was and how he became who he
was, maybe more of an explanation of his family and when he first could see ghost. As to this book
being about Sam it was sadly lacking, unfortunately.

I have read everything in this series that I can find. In fact, I preordered this to make sure I wouldn't
miss it. Amanda M. Lee has created characters that are so much fun to read about. Each one is
written in first person. The books are all written from the perspective of Bay, but the shorts are
usually from another member of the recurring cast. This one is told by Sam who I was curious
about. I enjoyed getting the story on he and Clove, since Bay didn't know about them till later books.
This short filled in some gaps for me. As usual I enjoyed every page. Amanda always writes well,
and her material is well edited too.

I've read all of her Wicked Witches books and live all of them. Add soon as I saw a new one to read
I immediately bought it and read it the same night. Her stories are easy to read and fun with some
mystery mixed in. Don't miss out on some good story telling about a crazy family of witches.

Falling in love with the Author and her series! Loving the romance yet not to mushy. Really draws
you in to where you do not want to put the book (or in my case the Kindle) down. Wish I could meet
her in person so I can express just how much I love her writing as typing on a keyboard just isn't the
same as shaking someone's hand thanking them for allowing you to delve into a fictional world
when reality bites.
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